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It would have no redeemable debts whose repayment might
be demanded at the wish of the proprietor, though it is
worth noticing that it exchanged responsibilities, some of
which would have expired in 1742, and all of which would
have expired before the end of the century, for responsi-
bilities which could never be wiped out except by costly
redemption.
The Company gained an increase of capital amounting to
£31,000,000, on which it would receive a certain return of
nearly £1,550,000 for four years and of nearly £1,240,000
afterwards, accruing from Government interest. It became
virtually a Government Company, and the increase in
public confidence was likely to be reflected in an increase
in the value of its shares. Here was the crux of the scheme:
the Government would gain by the Conversion; the Company
did not intend to lose; and therefore the gain of the Govern-
ment could only be at the expense of some part of the
community. There was no hope of the Company utilising
this enormous capital in trade; the interest paid would make
possible only a moderate dividend, and the attraction of
the scheme to the Company lay in the possibility of raising
the value of its shares. Not only was the Company to take
over Government Stock at terms advantageous to itself, but
it was to issue additional capital of its own, out of which it
intended to make large sums. The temptation to stock-
juggling was a strong one—too strong for the Company
Directors. It was estimated that with South Sea Company
Stock at fhe quotation of 125, a profit of £480,000 would be
made by the Conversion: but if that figure could be raised
to 150, the profit would amount to £3,707,500.
The Company's offer was accepted by the Government after
the Bank had tried unsuccessfully to outbid it. The scheme
had been mooted on November 23, 1719; public interest
in the Company was roused and was carefully fanned by
the Directors. Fortunes were at this time being made
rapidly by speculators in France, who subscribed to Law's
Mississippi Company, whose 500 livxe shares rose to 18,000
within a few weeks; and Englishmen were anxious to grasp
the advantages of the magic of speculation. South Sea

